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RCF190
Low Profile Fixed TV Mount

NO ONLINE SALES

42”–100”UP TO 200 LB

800 x 400 1.4” PROFILE

16” OR 24” 
STUD SUPPORT

VERSATILE STUD SUPPORT
Measuring 35” wide, the solid steel wall 
plate can be installed across three studs 

with 16” spacing, or two studs with 
24” spacing.

LOW PROFILE DESIGN
The slim wall plate and brackets allow TVs 
to sit 1.4” from the wall for a low-profile 
aesthetic that your customers will enjoy.

ADDED SECURITY
Included Security Torx screws can be 

tightened to prevent unwanted TV removal. 
UL certification provides peace of mind 
and guarantees your customers’ safety.

EASY TO SERVICE
Removing a TV for servicing is as easy as 
pulling on two quick release cords. Each 
cord includes a magnetic end allowing 

them to be tucked out of sight.

FULLY ADJUSTABLE
RCF190 low profile TV wall mount offers 
post-installation leveling with adjustable 
screws on top of each TV bracket, and 

horizontally offset by shifting the TV along 
the wall plate. 
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 y Fits most flat panel TVs from 42” to 100”

 y Supports TVs up to 200 lb (91 kg)

 y Accommodates VESA sizes from 100x100 to 800x400

 y Sits 1.4” (3.5 cm) from the wall 

 y Adjustable horizontal leveling 

 y 34.8” (88.4 cm) wall plate allows mounting to three 16” studs, 
or offsetting on 24” stud centers 

 y Quick release cords allow for easy removal of your TV 

 y Security Torx screws can be tightened to prevent theft 

 y Locking feature for safety and security (lock not provided)

 y Solid steel construction with durable powder coated finish

 y Includes manual and all mounting hardware for wood stud and 
concrete installation 

 y UL listed

 y Ten year manufacturer’s warranty 

 y Shipping box weight: 8.6 lb (3.9 kg)

 y Shipping box dimensions: 35.7” x 6.8” x 2.9” (90.8 x 17.2 x 
7.4 cm) 

 y Product weight: 6.6 lb (3 kg)

 y UPC: 800152721255

Features and Specifications
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